




Rearrange the letters to make a word beginning with the letter q 

drauaqengl quadrangle elarrqu 

ueque queue ibequbl 

cheuiq quiche ksicandqu 

uilql quill duiltqe 

eruqiv quiver izziqaluc 

Re-write the sentence correctly. 

a. The queue in the quadrangle for the hot pies was enormously long.

b. It is lamentable that the medallion was placed on the archer's quiver.

quarrel 

quibble 

quicksand 

quilted 

quizzical 

c. The soldiers began to quarrel as to why they had to cross the quicksand to get some quiche.

Slang 3 

Here is the third in a series on slang terms. Match the slang term with its meaning. 

galah foolish person 

good oil the truth 

god onya well done 

greenie environmentalist 

joey baby kangaroo 

kelpie Australian sheepdog 

knock criticise 

lippy lipstick 

loo toilet 

mate friend 

Film Terms 

Define the following camera angles. 

Answers 

Overhead shot: the camera is directly above or overhead the object and the camera faces 

down. 

High angle shot: the camera is above and looking down on a scene but not directly overhead. 

Eye level shot: the camera is level with the object or figure. 

Low angle shot: the shot is taken when the camera is below or looking up at the object or 

figure. 

Multiple Choice 

1. C

2. B

3. D

4. C

5. C

6. B



Rearrange the letters to make a word beginning with the letter r 

cismra racism rusanove ravenous 

apeprare reappear peruatrece recuperate 

enressiopr repression lryvria rivalry 

entuarydirm rudimentary inourus ruinous 

uurrept rupture rey rye 

Re-write the sentence correctly. There are TWO spelling mistakes in each sentence. 

a. We have an associated problem with racism in the surrounding area.

b. The rye made rudimentary bread that the girls were unwilling to eat.

c. The boy would take a while to recuperate from the rupture as it may reappear.

Language and Grammar: The paragraphs below have multiple grammatical errors. 

Answers 

Gage walked stealthily through the forest hoping to find some game for dinner. It was the 

season of the white in the Sica nth Forest and food was scarce. Gage had always lived in 

the forest with his parents. His only home had been the cottage in a little clearing way off 

the trade routes and well-travelled paths. The family lived simply, yet well, and the forest 

provided much for them. Occasionally his father, Jonas, took the little wagon into Panica to 

trade some herbs his mother had collected and dried for essential items unavailable in the 

forest. Gage preferred the forest and was shy of people, they were loud and large. He had 

been into Panica but thought it dirty and noisy, too full of people. His father had laughed 

when he had told him that and said he was just like his family. 

The forest was second nature to Gage and he knew where to find game even in the cold 

times. Even though he had filled out and grown taller in the past year after his coming of age 

Gage was still thin and narrow through the shoulders. He was very strong though and did 

his share around the yard and with the wood. He climbed often and the forest trees were a 

haven where he spent hours climbing and watching. Now snow clung to the branches but 

it was the last of the snow as the season of the green was near. Much of the ground snow 

had turned into muddy residue and the ground was treacherous for those who did not know 

their way. 

Multiple Choice 

1. C

2. B

3. C

4. D

5. A

6. B


